INTEGRATED APPLICATION OF HEALTH IMPROVING METHODS OF PILATES AND BODYFLEX FOR IMPROVING PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGICAL POSSIBILITIES OF STUDENTS
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Annotation. Purpose: to determine the effect of complex application procedures Bodyflex and Pilates using information and communication technology on the level of psycho-physiological capabilities of students. Material: the study involved 46 university students. Research methods - physiological (speed detection of simple and complex reactions in different modes of testing, the level of functional mobility and strength of the nervous system), pedagogical experiment, methods of mathematical statistics. Results: the positive effect on the level of the developed technique psychophysiological capacities of students. The application of the developed technique in the experimental group showed a significant decrease in the latency time of a simple visual-motor reaction time latent complex visual-motor reaction time test run "level of functional mobility of nervous processes" in feedback mode. Found that the use of Bodyflex and Pilates promotes strength of nervous processes. Conclusions: the recommended use in the learning process of students of complex techniques of Pilates Bodyflex using information and communication technologies, increased levels of psychophysiological features, mobility and strength of the nervous processes.
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Introduction
Results of modern scientific researches [4, 5, 6, 9, 12, 14] prove that system-formation factor of students’ healthy life style if health related motion functioning. That is why involving of students in regular physical exercises, increasing of rising generation’s motivation to health related motion functioning and healthy life style has become very urgent [15, 17, 20, 21, 25, 26, 27]. Demand in solution of this task is amplified by the fact that formation of children’s, teenagers’ and youth’s habit of regular motion functioning is main strategy of prophylaxis of chronic diseases in mature age [12, 18, 19, 28, 29, 30, 31].

It is known that long term limitation of motion functioning results in hypodynamia that in itself is a dangerous factor [22, 23, 24, 31]. It ruins organism and leads to early disability and if disorders, caused by hypodynamia in adult organism, are reversible (i.e., they can be eliminated with the help of timely started physical training), then growing organism cannot compensate at all effect of hypodynamia. Hypodynamia is especially dangerous at early stages of ontogeny and in period, when functional formation of young organism takes place. It results in significant reduction of growth’s rates and organism’s development as well as in disordering of bio chemical processes, including genetic apparatus of cells. With it significant functional deviations in development of bran cortex, are observed as disorders of nervous system and low workability of brain [8].

Meanwhile, hypodynamia has becoming a prevailing among students: regime of studying and progress of civilization, creating comfort, doom young man for constant “muscular hanger”, deprive him of motion functioning [12, 18, 19].

In this connection implementation of new health related methodic in students’ physical education with application of modern information-communicative technologies is urgent and timely, while research of these methods’ influence on students’ psycho-physiological abilities is a required condition of scientific foundation of this application’s effectiveness.

The research has been fulfilled in compliance with combined plan of scientific-research works for 2011-2014 by topic 2.4 “Theoretical-methodic principles of individualization in physical education and sports” (state registration number 0112U002001) and in compliance with scientific works, financed by Ministry of education and science for 2013-2014 “Theoretical-methodic principles of application of information, pedagogic and medical-biological technologies for formation of healthy life-style” (state registration number 0113U002003).

Purpose, tasks of the work, material and methods
The purpose of the research is to determine influence of complex application of body flex and pilates methodic in combination with information-communicative technologies on students’ psycho-physiological abilities at higher educational establishments.

The methods of the research: psycho-physiological methods (determination of speed of simple and complex responses in different modes of testing, of nervous system’s functional mobility and strength [1, 10, 11, 14], which were fulfilled with the help of program “Psycho-diagnostic” [1]; pedagogic experiment; methods of mathematical statistic.

46 students of Kharkov national pedagogic university, named after G.S. Skovoroda took part in the research; from them 24 students were in control group, 22 – in experimental one. During 2 semesters in experimental group we...
applied complex methodic of body flex and pilates with using of authors’ internet-blog for information of students about principles of physical culture.

**Results of the research**

Mental workability and mental endurance are indicators of general endurance. As indicators of mental workability psycho-physiological indicators are used. As it is known [7, 8, 10, 11, 14], it is difficult to change psycho-physiological indicators and just owing to this fact receiving of statistically significant differences between indicators, obtained before experiment and after experiment witness about positive influence of worked out by us methodic not only on functional fitness but also on level of psychophysiological abilities. For determination of influence of this methodic on level of speed of simple and complex visual-motor responses, strength and mobility of nervous system we chose psycho-physiological testing of control and experimental groups’ students and received data were analyzed for statistically confident changes in the course of experiment.

As far as it is difficult to change psycho-physiological indicators [10, 11, 14], and just owing to this fact receiving of statistically significant differences between indicators, obtained before experiment and after experiment witness about positive influence of worked out by us methodic not only on functional fitness but also on level of psychophysiological abilities.

In our case nervous system’s strength shall be understood, as per commonly accepted definitions, as ability of nervous system to work for long period of time with high intensity of demonstrate great strength in limited time.

In our research properties of nervous system were determined with the help of program “Psycho-diagnostic” [1, 14]. With it, as indicators of nervous system’s strength we used values of quantity of mistakes in tests, oriented on determination of latent time of complex response in feedback mode and forced rhythm (mistakes in first stage (p<0.001), from 2.96 to 0 at second stage (p≤0.05), from 3.56 to 0.23 at third stage (p<0.05), from 3.88 to 0.32 at forth stage (p<0.05), from 10.45 to 4.52 at fifth stage (p<0.001)) (see table 3.4, fig. 3.15). In control group such changes were not confident (p>0.05), test “level of functional mobility of nervous processes”, in feedback mode and in mode of forced rhythm. As indicators of nervous system’s mobility we used results of tests “Time of fulfillment of tests “level of functional mobility of nervous processes, sec.” And “Time of coming to minimal exposure in test “ level of functional mobility of nervous processes” in feedback mode, sec.”

As a result of experiment, in experimental group we registered confident reducing of latent time of simple visual-motor response (from 325.76±45.09 msec. to 270.89±41.23 msec. p<0.05) (see table 3.4), of latent time of complex visual-motor response (from 566.87±54.43 msec. to 456.44±51.45 msec., p<0.05), time of fulfillment of test “level of functional mobility of nervous processes” in feedback mode, sec.” (from 425.12±56.51 msec. to 392.1±47.65 msec. p<0.001), time of coming to minimal exposure in test “level of functional mobility of nervous processes” in feedback mode, (from 74.54±15.43 msec. to 58.21±12.55 m.sec., p<0.001). In control group such changes were not confident p>0.05).

In our research in experimental group we observed confident reduction of quantity of mistakes in tests “level of functional mobility of nervous processes” in feedback mode and “level of functional mobility of nervous processes” in mode of forced rhythm: from 2.78 to 0 at first stage (p<0.001), from 2.96 to 0 at second stage (p<0.05), from 3.56 to 0.23 at third stage (p<0.05), from 3.88 to 0.32 at forth stage (p<0.05), from 10.45 to 4.52 at fifth stage (p<0.001) (see table 3.4, fig. 3.15). In control group such changes were not confident (p>0.05).

Besides, confident reduction of values in tests “time of fulfillment of test “level of functional mobility of nervous processes” in feedback mode” and “time of coming to minimal exposure in test “level of functional mobility of nervous processes” (p<0.001) in feedback mode, sec. witness about increasing of nervous processes’ mobility, resulted from body flex and pilates trainings.

Thus, the conducted research showed purposefulness of application of our methodic for increasing quality of students’ psycho-physiological processes. It was evident that one of main element of our methodic influence on psycho-physiological indicators was accent on conscious perception of elements of physical education process, in particular, activation of vivid perception of body flex’s and pilates’s elements in application of special breathing exercises, which require high concentration of attention, for activation of workability’s restoration.

In this connection we can conclude that our methodic influences positively not only on level of physical fitness and students’ functional abilities; it can be recommended for implementation in practice of students’ physical education.

The presented by us results of scientific research on determination of students’ psycho-physiological states permit to create theoretical methodic principles for harmonious physical and mental progressing of a person, which, at present, are rather promising for science and practice. It concerns psycho-physiology, physiology, pedagogic, psychology, cybernetic and etc. Physical education serves perfection of man. But, as most of specialists-evolutionists consider, development of a person as biological being has already been completed and further human progress is possible only at the account of perfection of psychic and intellectual qualities. This principles concern physical education as well, because physical and mental perfection are connected with development of psycho-physiological functions.

Forst of all it concerns kinds of functioning in variable circumstances, which, in modern life, are very important for adaptation of a person in society. For situational kinds of functioning constant change of situation is characteristic that requires instant response to it. Quantity and quality of researches, devoted to this direction, is constantly growing. It witnesses about high urgency and perspectiveness of this problem.
Formation of a personality on all stages of his (her) progressing has its peculiarities and are important because every stage is a step ahead in perfection of human psycho-motor functioning.

Specifying of psycho-physiological states’ manifestations is especially important because modern physical education requires methodic, which would permit to optimize educational process. It is rather difficult task, as far as construction of physical education process requires seeking of not only new forms of organization but also new forms and means of physical education. That is why for harmonious building of educational process of students it is necessary to determine peculiarities of psycho-physiological states that has just been presented in our work.

Conclusions:
1. We have proved positive influence of worked out methodic on students’ psycho-physiological abilities: as a result of experiment in experimental group we registered confident reduction of latent time of simple visual motor response (from 325.76±45.09 msec. to 270.89±41.23 msec., p<0.05), of latent time of complex visual-motor response (from 566.87±54.43 msec. to 456.44±51.45 msec.,p<0.05), time of fulfillment of test “level of functional mobility of nervous processes” in feedback mode, (from 425.12±56.51 msec. to 392.11±47.65 msec., p<0.001). It was found that increasing of nervous processes’ mobility, resulted from application of our methodic: in experimental group time of coming to minimal exposure in test “level of functional mobility of nervous processes” in feedback mode, reduced (from 74.54±15.43 msec. to 58.21±12.55 msec., p<0.001), also we registered confident reducing of values in tests “time of fulfillment of test “level of functional mobility of nervous processes” in feedback mode, sec.” and “time of coming to minimal exposure in test “level of functional mobility of nervous processes” in feedback mode, sec.”

2. We have established that application of body flex and pilates facilitates increasing of nervous processes’ strength. In experimental group of students we registered confident reducing of mistakes in tests “level of functional mobility of nervous processes” in feedback mode” and “level of functional mobility of nervous processes” in mode of forced rhythm: from . 2.78 to 0 at first stage (p<0.001), from 2.96 to 0 at second stage (p<0.05), from 3.56 to 0.23 at third stage (p<0.05), from 3.88 to 0.32 at forth stage (p<0.05), from 10.45 to 4.52 at fifth stage (p<0.001) (see table 3.4, fig. 3.15). In control group such changes were not confident (p>0.05).

In the future it is planned to improve system of health related technologies for development of students’ psycho-physiological abilities.
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